Adjustable and Rigid Fixation of Brain Tissue Oxygenation Probe (Licox) in Neurosurgery: From Bench to Bedside.
Multimodal neuromonitoring has become a fundamental part of management for many neurosurgical disorders such as subarachnoid hemorrhage and severe traumatic brain injury. Brain tissue oxygen tension monitoring requires insertion of a probe into the brain parenchyma through a single multiple lumen bolt, or in a subcutaneously tunneled fashion. As those patients often require early magnetic resonance imaging, typically using bolts is disadvantageous due to massive metal artifact. Similarly, subcutaneous tunneling is often problematic as suture fixation can loosen over time. We hereby report a new method of fixation of the Licox brain tissue oxygenation probe with 1 or 2 3-way taps that are attached to a standard plastic cannula, resulting in a stable connection with no need for further direct sutures around the probe and above all with no metal artifacts, which negates magnetic resonance imaging. The extended fixation system was first tested with cardiopulmonary resuscitation in a brain injured porcine model. It was thereafter adopted in our daily clinical practice.